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摘  要 
中国是世界上典型的人多地少、耕地资源贫乏的国家之一。国土资源部 2013











































































                                                
Abstract 
China is one of the typically large population and little land country which with 
poor cultivated land resource in the world。As The Ministry of Land and Resources’ 
second National land survey states showed on December 30，2013，although in 2009 
Chinese cultivated land’s quantity was better than 1996，the available cultivable land 
per person was descending，at the same time，there were a large number of land was 
not suitable for farming and some other ones were polluted at a certain degree，so the 
cultivated land quantity was falling down rapidly and the cultivated land protection 
is  a matter of utmost urgency。The farmer is the most important  subject in the 
cultivated land’s protection，their land use behavior will have direct impression on the 
land’s quality and available land’s quantity in the future，but at the same time the rural 
land’s property institution is the key factor influencing farmer’s behavior。The rural 
land transfer institution started from the end of 1980s in china, Under the framework 
of this system, the rural land property and rural land transfer market institution is 
developing too，these institution changes will also have an effect on farmer ’s behavior 
and at last on the cultivated land’s protection，this problem is coming to be one of the 
core questions in the cultivated land’s protection work。 
Rural land transfer institution can promote scale production and industrialization 
development of the agriculture，and it can also increase the agriculture’s productivity，
but as this institution’s promotion，a new kind of property rural land appeared，that is 
the transferred land，there are large difference between the two in property integrity ，
stability and safety  perception to the farmer，so the farmer will carry out different 
land use behaviors on these two kinds of the lands，and then different investments，
at last different influence on the cultivated land’s sustainable utilization。The article at 
first set up an theory frame about the rural land transfer institution on the cultivated 
land’s sustainable utilization，and then using questionnaire data and macro data to do 
the empirical test，based on that at last the paper had built Farmers participated 













 providing theoretical basis and empirical support to the built of the cultivated land 
protection policy system in China。 
This paper mainly has the following nine chapters: Chapter one is the 
introduction, mainly illustrates the research background and research significance ，
then shows the framework and content  arrangement, the research method and the 
possible innovation of the paper；chapter two concludes the research theory basis；
chapter three constructs a overall theoretical analysis framework about rural land 
transfer and cultivated land’s sustainable utilization from the view of  the farmers 
behavior；chapter four to six are the part of empirical research，chapter four studies the 
rural land transfer institution evolution’s influence on the cultivated land’s ecological 
environment by using the macro data；chapter five studies the rural land transfer 
institution’s influence on the farmer’s cultivated land protection behavior by using 
provincial level micro survey data ；chapter six does some research on rural land 
transfer institution’s influence on the farmer’s non-point source pollution behavior；
chapter seven compares the cultivated land protection Policy Instruments between 
china and other countries, and then discusses the useful ecperiences  and 
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